
Week 4 
Master of
My Desires



This week we are diving into our desires. What do we want? And do we allow ourselves to 

receive it? If not, why? What stories or judgments keep us from fully embodying our 

Desires? Where does unconditional love for ourselves get over shadowed by fear or pain 

or rejection?  These are the questions that we will uncover throughout this week.

Desire is natural. The energy that creates Desires is the same Energy that births 

manifestations. If we never desired, we would never grow. We would not be Human, we 

would not be on Earth. Every creature Desires. When we witness plants opening up to 

receive the rays & blessings of the sun, we see desire. When we feel love in our hearts, 

yearning, or have thoughts that provoke a response, we witness Desire. Desire is born out 

of contrast. By observing the things that make us feel good, and the things that do not 

make us feel so good, we receive information on our Desires. The more we learn about 

what we want, the more we learn about ourselves, and the more we are able to fully step 

into our POWER. When we master our Desires, we give ourselves full permission to be 

exactly who we are. When we look at what we want, with the confidence to know that we 

are capable of receiving it, we are gifting ourselves Freedom. To be the Master of your 

Desires, two things have to happen.. 1: you have to accept your desires unconditionally, 

and 2: know that you are a being with desires, and you are desired.



You are Desired. Before we can fully accept every aspect of the things we desire, and the 

parts of ourselves our desires bring out, we need to look at our desirability. 

How does it make you feel to know that you are desired? This does not have to be in a 

sexual or even flirtatious way. But your presence on Earth, your Energy, your existence is 

Desired. Your friends Desire your companionship. Your partners have desired your 

presence. Your life proves to be a gift to those who enter it. Your very existence, so 

beautiful and unique to you, was desired on this planet. And you being here is a Gift! 

 

You are Desired

Do you feel deserving of being desired?

What makes one worthy, or deserving, anyway? It really comes down to personal 

values, perspective and opinion. To someone "deserving" may be equated to success or 

achievement, while to someone else it may be measured by love & ability to be open. But 

the Truth is, that we are all born inherently beautiful, full and deserving. Existence its 

self sets the bar of being Deserving. But how Deserving do you treat yourself?



One of the many blessings that comes with this work, is the opportunity for really 

getting to know yourself. When you take words that have been pre-defined for you, and 

bring your own perspective & experience to them- you unravel your Truth & apply it to 

your life. You take the Power from others and bring it into yourself. This is key! So as you 

become more & more clear on your OWN TRUTHS and apply them to your life, you will 

naturally begin to feel more deserving, more desirable, and more confident! This ripples 

into every aspect of your life, creating a more empowered way of living. 

***Listen to the "You are Desired" audio and then answer the Questions below***

REDEFINE: Worth

REDEFINE: Deserving



REDEFINE: Desirable

What is your new story about 

your worthiness?

When do you feel deserving?

When do you feel most 

desirable?



Your ability to honor your Desires will reflect in how you are showing up and taking care of 

yourself. The kinder you treat yourself, the more you will believe in yourself, the more you 

will hear yourself, and the more you will be able to create exactly what you want for 

yourself. But before you can bring your desires into reality, you have to get clear on what it 

is that you want, and really allow yourself to make peace with that desire. If you judge or 

shame yourself for what it is that you want, you distance yourself from your Intuition and 

natural ability to create. For Inspiration to flow, and Truth to make its way through you, 

there has to be an open & accepting internal dialogue. Where you are allowing yourself to 

imagine, visualize & explore Life as you feel called to do. This may cause you to act or 

express yourself in ways that you normally wouldn't because of fear of others opinions, or it 

may ask you to step outside of your comfort zone and do the "hard thing." It may mean 

investing in yourself, or putting yourself in a vulnerable situation. But allowing your 

Desires to play out always lead us on the easiest most fluid path, EVEN when pain or an 

undesired outcome follows. Desires do not always equal pleasure. But they do always equal 

expansion. This is the gritty, beautiful, raw Truth. When you come into your fullest, most 

ripest version of Confidence, you will still stumble and fall. But each time you will go deeper 

into yourself, and find more Strength. And a new Desire will call you. And you will follow it 

straight to your Soul. This is connection. This is Self Love.



***Answer this Journal Prompt: 
"What are my Biggest Desires?"***

How amazing could your life be? Like, Im talking about the wildest, most beautiful life you 

could create for yourself? What would THAT look like? How would you be living? Where? With 

what kind of people/connections? How peaceful, wild, and free would it be? What do you do on 

a daily basis? How epic could it be? What could you create?

Let yourself Desire this deeply. This Big. Letting go of the small or limited ideas of what you 

could create. Stepping away from any limitations or stories that hold you down. Allowing 

yourself to feel the magnitude of your Power and just seeing what could happen when the 

imagination runs loose. When you let the Instinctual aspect of Intuition play. When you let all 

labels wash away, any judgment go, and all stories shatter. Just experiencing your Desire in 

its raw form. Let yourself Dream this big! Witness the potency of your desires, and play with 

them. Le it be easy & fun! As you experience the magick of your big desires use this as 

inspiration. See if you can allow yourself to experience more of the small desires you have 

though out the day. You are so powerful and deserving. Its time to unleash your Desires!

Listen to the "My Powerful Desires Audio" 



Eye Gazing & Intimate Connection
The more we practice connecting with ourselves, and really breaking down the barriers, the more we 

are able to find wholeness. We stop looking to outside sources for validation, and find the sense of 

belonging with in. This does not counter act our desires, because they will still surface, and we will 

play them out- but we will still be able to return"home" at the end of the day, knowing we are 

complete with out the outside desires. This is when life gets really juicy and fun. Because we take the 

"seriousness" out and replace it with acceptance and surrender. There is only so much in this life we 

can control; our reactions, vibration, and mindset. Everything else comes in & out to teach us, propel 

our Growth, and bring us closer to our Truth. But we are always in control of how deeply we can 

accept & surrender as everything unfolds. This is why having a truly vulnerable and intimate 

relationship with yourself is so important. If we cannot open up fully, and be soft with ourselves, we 

will not be able to call that energy in. We have to be our own number one supporter, lover & friend. 

To shine the light on all of the hard bits, and show up consistently with open arms and acceptance. 

One of my favorite practices for letting the guard down, and being super intimate with ourselves is 

eye gazing. Looking deeply into our own eyes, and connecting with the most present parts of 

ourselves. This takes dropping in, surrender, and absolute Trust. To let what needs to surface, and 

feel with out shame. It transports you to the heart, and connects you to the Soul. When you feel into 

the heart space, and allow your most intimate feelings to arise, you begin to look at yourself through 

more compassionate and loving eyes. 



Do the "Eye Gazing Meditation" and then answer the questions below:

How do I crave to be Seen?

What makes me feel most heard 

and valued?

How deeply can I accept 

myself?



Confidence Ritual

What dose the most confident version of yourself look like? Meaning, how 

does she interact with the world? If you felt 100% confident, what things do 

you imagine yourself doing that you are not doing now? I want you to journal 

on this for a minute. What does this version of yourself feel like? Invite her in. 

Experience life through her eyes for a moment. Feel her in your body.

What you will need:

*journal & pen

*candle (red, orange or yellow)

*lighter

*little bowl with water

* a song/ playlist that makes you feel powerful

 

 

After you've journaled about this version of yourself, prepare your 
ingredients &watch the "confidence ritual" video



Listen to the :"playing the role" audio & fill out the map below

What is your 

desire?

What emotion/feeling 

will this desire invoke 

from you?

How can you invoke that 

feeling with in yourself 

NOW?



Week 4 Sum up & Sacred Practices
This week we focused on creating a new story around desire & our inherent worth. We created room 

for self acceptance, and learned the importance of being raw, real, and intimate with ourselves. This 

week was a call to Power. We are stepping deeper into our Truth & falling in love with the natural & 

instinctive ways we operator. We put a lot of awareness into allowing ourselves to feel, and began 

making room for our Intuition to shine through. As we learn how to fully allow ourselves to just "be" 

and show up for that person- we also allow the Intuition to speak and begin to reeeaallyy hear it. This 

week was dedicated to living out our Desires, and stepping into the Power this kind of practice 

demands. Hopefully you feel renewed and more connected to yourself. Like you are finally listening, 

and ready to create lasting permission. Your light is beaming, and it is time to shine!

Sacred Practices:
1. live out your daily desires

2. let yourself be playful, sexy & desired

3. follow your instinctive nature with out judgment

4. focus on the energy, emotion & feelings your desires bring out

 


